Better Together is Back and Online!

Dear Hebrew High Teen!

We are so excited to bring back our highly successful and really fun program, BetterTogether. In BetterTogether, Hebrew High teens and some older members of our community met weekly and interacted and created together. In our first year, we put together a Slam Poetry show where each spoken word poem was written and performed by teens and older adults together. The second year we built our own lyres based on a poem written by one of the older adults about King David.

For this new summer program, we will be meeting exclusively online, sometimes just the teens with the teacher, sometimes both teens and guest adults, and sometimes in breakout rooms with one older adult and a few teens together. We have a myriad of subjects to discuss, several hands on projects to do together, and even some writing to do. As was the case with the other classes, there will be a national writing contest. Though the details of the contest still have yet to be announced, there will be a winner in every school and the prizes are Amazon gift cards of varying amounts.

Mrs. Amy Montoni will be teaching this class again. We will like start our weekly meetings right after the 4th of July holiday. The day and time of the week will be determined together. There will be no cost to sign up for this class. We just ask that you commit to attending all the online gatherings. If you are interested, please let Megan know at mharkavy@hebrewhigh.org and further details will be coming your way.

Don't miss this amazing program...looks great on college resumes!